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 What is your favourite part of your job ? why do you enjoy 
it?  

Ans :-  

"It was a great entry-level position at a start-up agency. Not only 
was I learning more about marketing, but management was also 
very transparent, teaching us a great deal about owning a 
business. It was a collaborative atmosphere, and the team and I 
worked together on almost every project. Everyone's weak point 
was countered by another's strong point. I learned more working 
there than I ever did in college, and I'm excited to apply these skills 
to a new position." 

 

What is an important or difficult decision you have made? 
Did you make the right choice? Why or why not? 

Ans 1 

The toughest decision of my life is to select a stream in 11th 
standard. My parents wants me to be a doctor and the fact that they 
were willing to even send me for coaching and all, they insisted a lot. 
Considering the fact that, I was not sure of what I wanted to be, I 
finally decided to opt for Commerce, that was a tough decision for 
me given the circumstances then. 

Ans 2: 

I think my biggest failure till now was not knowing how to manage 
my time between many things that were going on simultaneously 
back when I was preparing for JEE. I had to manage my preparation 
for JEE Test as well as mark efficiency. So back then I couldn't do it. 
But after that, I observed myself and focused on how can I stop 
myself from overthinking which consumed a lot of my time. I was 
worrying about the results than focusing on the efforts to help me 
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achieve that results. By changing my habits as well as my 
perspective to see things I have now been able to find a balance. 
Now, I know that we can give our best efforts and just expect the 
best instead of thinking about the worst outcomes. Thinking 
positively has helped me a lot. 

 

What are one or two things you enjoy doing in your free 
time? Why? 

Ans:- 

In my free time I enjoy reading, when I'm reading, I 

completely relax and find myself in another world. Reading 

books helps me creatively when I'm writing. It helps me to 

think outside the box and use my imagination. I've set myself 

a goal of reading 100 books this year. 

 

Have you bought something online? What are the 
advantages and disadvantages of shopping on the 
internet? 

Ans:- 
Online shopping, in broader terms, is a type of e-commerce or electronic 
commerce business where shoppers or customers directly purchase 
services or goods on the internet. 

Advantages Of Online Shopping 

The biggest advantage of online shopping is you can shop anytime from 

anywhere, even from your bed at 3:00 am. Just open your mobile, select the 

product your want to purchase, make the payment. 

Another amazing thing about online shopping is the diversity and variation. 

You can literally choose from hundreds of similar products from different 
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vendors. Even a single product is usually available in so many colours, 

designs, and sizes. 

Disadvantages Of Online Shopping 

Shipping Delays 
If you are shopping online, you may have to wait for days or even weeks to 

get your product. Most e-retailers don’t deliver products on weekends, so 

you can expect a normal delivery in 3-4 days if you are buying on 

weekends. 

Damaged Products 
Another bad thing about online shopping is you can never be sure whether 

the product will reach you in one piece and without any damage. 

Customers often complain about damaged or completely broken products. 

In fact, the products are sometimes lost during shipping or delivered to the 

wrong addresses. 

Risk of Fraud 
To be honest, this is the worst thing about online shopping; your personal 
details, such as contact number, email, and credit card number, can be 
misapplied. It is not possible for every customer to identify a phishing 
attack, and someone may misuse your credit card without you knowing 
about it. 

 

Which  country or city would you like to live in and why? 

Which is your favourite country and why? 

India is my favourite country because india is a land of 
different cultures, languages and places and the good 
hearts of the Indians make us feel proud that we are born 
in such a beautiful land. 

India is a great country having different cultures, cast , 
religions but still they live together. India is also known for 
its heritage spices and of course for people who live here. 
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How does the internet affect your life what are the 
advantage and disadvantages of internet? 

In simple language internet is one such medium that allows any person to 
access the world, With internet one can see and talk to the person in any 
corner of the world , also we get the access to many things which makes our 
life so much easier, like we can order food or grocery, we can chat or send 
emails which was not possible without internet. Now with the help of internet 
we can learn or teach online. 

There are some negative impact of internet are internet addiction, watching 
reels all the day on social media, addiction of online games, depression etc. 

 

Talks about one or two famous brand.. 

Wipro consumers care key brand santoor soap has become the largest 
soap brand in south India. 

Santoor is the first and only Indian soap brand to be among the 2000 
crore plus consumer brand in India and recently attained the second 
rank in term of soap sale. 

Another most famous and oldest product of Wipro is dalda ghee. Dalda 
is a brand of vegetable oil popular in India , dalda was introduced in 
1937 becoming one of the largest running brand in india. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


